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Abstract

Lack of encyclopedic text contributors, espe-
cially on Wikipedia, makes automated text
generation for low resource (LR) languages a
critical problem. Existing work on Wikipedia
text generation has focused on English only
where English reference articles are summa-
rized to generate English Wikipedia pages.
But, for low-resource languages, the scarcity
of reference articles makes monolingual sum-
marization ineffective in solving this prob-
lem. Hence, in this work, we propose XWIKI-
GEN, which is the task of cross-lingual multi-
document summarization of text from multi-
ple reference articles, written in various lan-
guages, to generate Wikipedia-style text. Ac-
cordingly, we contribute a benchmark dataset,
XWIKIREF, spanning ∼69K Wikipedia ar-
ticles covering five domains and eight lan-
guages. We harness this dataset to train a two-
stage system where the input is a set of cita-
tions and a section title and the output is a
section-specific LR summary. The proposed
system is based on a novel idea of neural unsu-
pervised extractive summarization to coarsely
identify salient information followed by a neu-
ral abstractive model to generate the section-
specific text. Extensive experiments show that
multi-domain training is better than the multi-
lingual setup on average. We make our code
and dataset publicly available1.

1 Introduction

Although Wikipedia has been the primary choice
of encyclopedic reference for millions of users,
unfortunately, Wikipedia is extremely sparse for
low-resource (LR) languages. English Wikipedia
exhibits abundance with∼6.56M articles expressed
in 54.2 GB of text, low resource Wikipedia is poor
with only ∼90K articles expressed using 7.5 GB
of text on average across seven low resource lan-
guages as shown in Fig. 2. Further, as illustrated

1https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
7604438

<hindi> 
रॉजर फ़ेडरर (ज म 8 

अग त 1981) एक यवसा
यक ि वस टे नस खलाड़ी 

ह, िजनक  वतमान म एट पी
 वर यता 2 है। उनके नाम 
2 फ़रवर  2004 स े17 अग
त 2008 तक 237 ह त  

तक थम वर यता पर रहन े
का रकॉड है। फ़ेडरर को या
पक प स ेइस युग के महा
नतम एकल खलाड़ी के प 

म जाना जाता है।

<english> Roger Federer (born 8 August 
1981) is a Swiss former professional 

tennis player. He was ranked world No. 1 
by the Association of Tennis Professionals 

(ATP) for 310 weeks, including a record 
237 consecutive weeks, and finished as 

the year-end No. 1 five times. He won 103 
ATP singles titles, the second most of all 

time, including 20 Grand Slam singles 
titles, a record eight men's singles 

Wimbledon titles, an Open Era record-
tying five men's singles US Open titles, 

and a record six year-end championships.

Set of reference URLs
1. https://www.atptour.com/en/players/roger-federer/f324/bio
2. https://www.rediff.com/sports/2005/jul/04wimb1.htm
3. https://usatoday30.usatoday.com/sports/tennis/wimb/2005-07-03-roddick-marvels_x.htm
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<tamil> ேராஜ  ஃெபடர  (ப ற  - 
ஆக  8, 1981) வ ச லா ைத  

ேச த ெட ன  வர . 20 
கிரா  சிலா  என ப  
ெப ெவ றி  ெதாட கைள 

ெவ ளா . ேம , ெமா த  
302 வார க  தரவ ைச  
ப யலி  த  இட  

ப தவராக , ெதாட சியாக 
237 வார க  தரவ ைச  
ப யலி  தலிட  

ெப றி தைம  இவர  
கிய சாதைனக  
ஒ றா .

…

Section title
<hindi> प रचय
<english> Introduction
<tamil>அறி க

…

Figure 1: XWIKIGEN examples: Generating Hindi,
English, and Tamil text for the Introduction section
from cited references.

in Fig. 3, manual efforts towards enriching LR
Wikipedia over the years have also not been as
encouraging as in the case of English. These obser-
vations indicate that automated text generation for
low-resource Wikipedia is critical.

A possible naı̈ve approach for automated gen-
eration for low-resource Wikipedia is to trans-
late text from equivalent English Wikipedia ar-
ticles. Unfortunately, several low-resource enti-
ties of interest tend to be local in nature, leading
to a lack of equivalent English Wikipedia pages
for ∼42.1% entities on average across seven low-
resource languages. In particular, following are
percentages of Wikipedia entities with no equiv-
alent English Wikipedia page: Hindi (50.60%),
Tamil (46.70%), Bengali (31.50%), Malayalam
(36.30%), Marathi (42.00%), Punjabi (38.70%),
Oriya (39.40%). Thus, we need to explore other
inputs for LR Wikipedia text generation.

Another approach is to leverage generic Web
content for LR Wikipedia text generation. A chal-
lenge to this approach is that such web content
is itself very sparse in low-resource languages, as
can be observed in publicly available large dumps
like CommonCrawl (Raffel et al., 2020). Further,
we analyzed the language of cited references on
existing Wikipedia pages for eight languages and
five domains of our interest using langdetect li-
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Domain bn hi ml mr or pa ta en
books 16.5 14.9 9.9 12.3 0.0 5.2 28.2 94.8
films 21.5 10.4 21.0 6.5 0.0 1.2 10.9 96.8
politicians 21.4 31.2 8.4 25.0 0.0 1.9 8.7 90.0
sportsmen 1.4 1.7 1.2 2.5 0.0 0.2 1.1 87.2
writers 11.0 18.3 4.6 27.2 0.0 6.0 7.7 94.7

Table 1: Percentage of cited references with language
same as Wikipedia article language (for 8 languages
and 5 domains which are a part of our XWIKIREF
dataset).

brary2. From Table 1, we observe that while En-
glish Wikipedia pages have more than 85% refer-
ences in English, the numbers are minuscule for
most (domain, LR language) pairs. This motivates
us to propose a novel problem of cross-lingual
Wikipedia text generation using references, which
we call XWIKIGEN in short.

As shown in Fig. 1, the input for XWIKIGEN is
a set of reference URLs, a target section title, and a
target output language. The expected output is then
the text suitable for that Wikipedia section in the
target language. Analogous to generic summariza-
tion versus query-based summarization, XWIKI-
GEN involves section-wise text generation rather
than the generation of the entire Wikipedia page.
Unlike existing work on monolingual (English-
only) Wikipedia text generation, XWIKIGEN is
cross-lingual in nature. Lastly, unlike some exist-
ing work that generates cross-lingual text using
English Wikipedia pages, XWIKIGEN focuses on
generating cross-lingual text using reference URLs
in multiple languages.

Our first contribution is a novel dataset,
XWIKIREF towards the XWIKIGEN task. The
dataset is obtained from Wikipedia pages corre-
sponding to eight languages and five domains. Lan-
guages include Bengali (bn), English (en), Hindi
(hi), Malayalam (ml), Marathi (mr), Oriya (or),
Punjabi (pa) and Tamil (ta). Domains include
books, films, politicians, sportsmen, and writers.
The dataset spans ∼69K Wikipedia articles with
∼105K sections. Each section has 5.44 cited refer-
ences on average.

XWIKIGEN is an extremely challenging task be-
cause it involves long text generation, and that too
in a cross-lingual manner. Handling long text input
is difficult. Hence, we follow a two-stage approach.
The first extractive stage identifies important sen-
tences across several reference documents. The
second abstractive stage generates the section text.
Both stages involve neural models. We experiment

2https://pypi.org/project/langdetect/
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Figure 2: Number of Wikipedia articles and text
size in GBs across eight languages, using 20220926
Wikipedia dump. Note that the Y axis is in log scale.

with unsupervised methods like salience (Yasunaga
et al., 2021) and hiporank (Dong et al., 2020) for
the extractive stage, and mT5 (Xue et al., 2021)
and mBART (Liu et al., 2020) for the abstractive
stage. We experiment with several training setups
like (1) multi-lingual, (2) multi-domain, and (3)
multi-lingual-multi-domain. We report results us-
ing standard text generation metrics like ROUGE-
L, METEOR, and chrF++. We make our code and
dataset publicly available.

Overall, we make the following contributions in
this paper.

• We motivate and propose the XWIKIGEN

problem where the input is (set of reference
URLs, section title, language) and the output
is a text paragraph.

• We contribute a large dataset, XWIKIREF,
with ∼105K instances covering eight lan-
guages and five domains.

• We model XWIKIGEN as a multi-document
cross-lingual summarization problem and pro-
pose a two-stage extractive-abstractive system.
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Figure 3: Number of new articles or edits on Wikipedia
across eight languages from 2006 to 2022. This is
obtained using a publication date from the 20220926
Wikipedia dump. Note that the Y axis is in the log
scale.
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Our multi-lingual-multi-domain models using
HipoRank (extractive) and mBART (abstrac-
tive) lead to the best results.

2 Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work on gener-
ating both short and long Wikipedia text. We also
briefly discuss work on multi-lingual and cross-
lingual summarization.

2.1 Generating Short Wikipedia Text
Automated generation of Wikipedia text has been
a problem of interest for the past 5–6 years. Initial
efforts in the fact-to-text (F2T) line of work focused
on generating short text, typically the first sentence
of Wikipedia pages using structured fact tuples.

Training F2T models require aligned data with
adequate content overlap. Some previous stud-
ies like WebNLG (Gardent et al., 2017) collected
aligned data by crowdsourcing, while others have
performed automatic alignment by heuristics like
TF-IDF. Seq-2-seq neural methods (Lebret et al.,
2016; Mei et al., 2016) have been popularly
used for F2T. These include vanilla LSTMs (Vou-
giouklis et al., 2018), LSTM encoder-decoder
model with copy mechanism (Shahidi et al., 2020),
LSTMs with hierarchical attentive encoder (Nema
et al., 2018), pretrained Transformer based mod-
els (Ribeiro et al., 2021) like BART (Lewis et al.,
2020) and T5 (Raffel et al., 2020).

Most of the previous efforts on F2T focused
on English fact-to-text only. Only recently, the
Cross-lingual F2T (XF2T) problem was proposed
in (Abhishek et al., 2022) and (Sagare et al., 2022).
Compared to all of these pieces of work which have
focused on short text generation, the focus of the
current paper is on generating longer text. Unlike
F2T literature, where the input is structured, the
input is a set of reference URLs in our case.

2.2 Generating Long Wikipedia Text
Besides generating short Wikipedia text, there have
also been efforts to generate Wikipedia articles by
summarizing long sequences (Liu et al., 2018; Gha-
landari et al., 2020; Hayashi et al., 2021; Antognini
and Faltings, 2020; Giannakopoulos et al., 2015;
Tikhonov and Malykh, 2022) as shown in Table 2.
For all of these datasets, the generated text is ei-
ther the full Wikipedia article or text for a specific
section. Most of these studies (Liu et al., 2018;
Hayashi et al., 2021; Antognini and Faltings, 2020;

Ghalandari et al., 2020) have been done on English
only. Further, these studies use different kinds of in-
put: single document (existing Wikipedia article in
the same or another language) or multi-document
(set of citation URLs, review pages).

Most of these works fail to include the section-
specific intent during summarization and generate
an article on the whole. Hence, to capture the
section-specific intent while summarizing, Hayashi
et al. (Hayashi et al., 2021) introduced section-
specific summarization, which recognizes the main
topics in the input text and then creates a summary
for each. Although authors rely on the model to
figure out the latent subtopics, the content selection
step is challenging. We tackle this challenge by
providing section-specific citations as input in our
dataset, which avoids the noisy references belong-
ing to other sections, and allows us to study the
summarization capabilities of the model better.

Interestingly, none of the existing datasets per-
form cross-lingual multi-document summarization
for Wikipedia text. However, as motivated in the
previous section, this setup is critical for Wikipedia
text generation for LR languages. Hence, we fill
this gap in this paper by proposing the XWIKIREF

dataset.

2.3 Multi-lingual and cross-lingual
summarization

Recently there has been a lot of work on multi-
lingual and cross-lingual NLG tasks like machine
translation (Chi et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2020), ques-
tion generation (Chi et al., 2020; Mitra et al., 2021),
news title generation (Liang et al., 2020), blog ti-
tle generation (Bhatt et al., 2023), and summariza-
tion (Zhu et al., 2019; Jhaveri et al., 2019) thanks to
models like XNLG (Chi et al., 2020), mBART (Liu
et al., 2020), mT5 (Xue et al., 2021), etc.

Limited work has been done in the past on
summarization for low-resource languages. Mul-
tiLing’15 (Giannakopoulos et al., 2015) intro-
duced a novel task for multi-lingual summariza-
tion in 30 languages. In the past 2–3 years, a
few datasets have been proposed for cross-lingual
summarization mainly in the news domain: XL-
Sum (Hasan et al., 2021b), MLSum (Scialom et al.,
2020), CrossSum (Hasan et al., 2021a), Global
Voices (Nguyen and Daumé III, 2019), WikiLin-
gua (Ladhak et al., 2020), WikiMulti (Tikhonov
and Malykh, 2022). XL-Sum (Hasan et al., 2021b)
comprises ∼1.35 million professionally annotated



Dataset #Summaries XL? ML? #Langs MD? SS? Input Output
WikiSum (Liu et al.,
2018)

∼2.3M articles No No 1 Yes No Set of citation URLs Whole Wiki article

WikiAsp (Hayashi
et al., 2021)

∼400K sections No No 1 Yes Yes Set of citation URLs One section in same lan-
guage

GameWikiSum (An-
tognini and Faltings,
2020)

∼26K gameplay
Wikipedia sections

No No 1 Yes No Professional video
game reviews

Gameplay Wikipedia sec-
tions

Wiki Current
Events Portal
(WCEP) (Ghalan-
dari et al., 2020)

∼10.2K WCEP event
summaries

No No 1 Yes No Set of news articles WCEP Summary

MultiLing’15 (Gian-
nakopoulos et al.,
2015)

∼1.5K paragraphs No Yes 38 No No Whole Wikipedia ar-
ticle

First few Wikipedia sen-
tences in same language

WikiMulti (Tikhonov
and Malykh, 2022)

∼150K intro paragraph Yes Yes 15 No No Whole Wikipedia ar-
ticle

Intro paragraph in other lan-
guage

XWikiRef (Ours) ∼105K sections Yes Yes 8 Yes Yes Set of citation URLs One section in another lan-
guage

Table 2: Statistics of popular Wikipedia Summarization datasets. XL=Cross-lingual. ML=Multi-Lingual.
MD=Multi-document. SS=Section-specific.

article-summary pairs from BBC, extracted using
a set of carefully designed heuristics. It covers
44 languages ranging from low to high resource.
Hasan et al. (Hasan et al., 2021a) extend the multi-
lingual XL-Sum dataset by releasing CrossSum,
a cross-lingual summarization dataset with ∼1.7
million instances. However, both XL-Sum and
CrossSum are specific to the news domain only.
WikiLingua (Ladhak et al., 2020) is a multi-lingual
dataset with ∼770K summaries where the article
and summary pairs are extracted in 18 languages
from WikiHow. MLSum and GlobalVoices are
also cross-lingual summarization datasets based
on news articles with around ∼1.5M and ∼300K
summaries covering 5 and 15 languages, respec-
tively. We enrich this line of work by contributing a
new cross-lingual multi-document summarization
dataset, XWIKIREF, and also proposing a two-
stage system for the associated XWIKIGEN task.

3 XWIKIREF: Data Collection,
Pre-processing and Analysis

In this section, we first discuss the procedure for
XWIKIREF data collection and pre-processing.
Then we present detailed analysis.

3.1 Data Collection and Pre-processing
XWIKIREF contains Wikipedia sections related
to five distinct domains (books, films, politicians,
sportsmen, writers) spanning across eight lan-
guages (bn, en, hi, ml, mr, or, pa, ta). We start by
using Wikidata API3 to filter the domains of inter-
est initially and further fetch the entities that have

3https://query.wikidata.org/

Wikipedia pages in our set of languages. Later, we
use Wikipedia language-specific 20220926 XML
dumps to extract the Wikipedia pages of filtered en-
tities. Sections and subsections follow a standard
structure in Wikipedia text. We extract sections
and subsections from the text. Text in containers
with a depth greater than two is merged into parent
sub-sections.

We also extract the citation URLs in each
section using wiki markup. We use the
MediaWikiParserFromHell4 module
in Python to clean all the wiki markup in a
particular section and gather clean section text.
We filter the URLs to remove file formats other
than HTML and pdf. For each reference URL,
we use BeautifulSoup5 in Python to scrape
the ¡p¿ paragraph text from the corresponding
webpages, and pdfminer6 to extract the text
from pdf. Finally, we tokenize the scraped text into
individual sentences using a universal sentence
tokenizer in IndicNLP (Kakwani et al., 2020). We
retain only those sections as part of the dataset
which has at least one (crawlable) reference URL
with non-empty text.

Overall, each sample in the dataset consists of
the domain, language, section title, set of reference
URLs, and Wikipedia section text. This dataset
is then split into train, validation, and test in the
60:20:20 ratio, stratified by domain and language.
We make this standard splits publicly available as
part of the dataset.

4https://pypi.org/project/mwparserfromhell/
5https://pypi.org/project/beautifulsoup4/
6https://pypi.org/project/pdfminer/

https://query.wikidata.org/


3.2 Data Analysis

We analyze our prepared dataset across several pa-
rameters, the details of which are in the following
tables. Table 3 shows the total number of arti-
cles per domain per language in the XWIKIREF

dataset. By the nature of spread of Wikipedia arti-
cles across domains, the number of articles differ
across domains per language. Overall, there are
∼69K articles from which we extract sections for
the dataset.

Next, Table 4 shows the distribution of number
of sections across various (domain, language) pairs
in the XWIKIREF dataset. Further, as mentioned
earlier, XWIKIREF is a multi-document summa-
rization dataset. Table 5 shows the average number
of references per section for each (domain, lan-
guage) pair. As can be seen from the table, the
dataset contains at least two references on aver-
age for every (domain, language) pair, although a
large percent of these references are not in the LR
language.

Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the number of
reference URLs across domains in the dataset. The
figure shows that there are several samples where
the number of reference URLs is 5+ across all do-
mains showing that multi-document summarization
is essential.

Finally, we show word clouds of the most fre-
quent Wikipedia section titles for each of the five
domains in Fig. 5. Each word cloud contains the
five most frequent titles per language. Section titles
for one language are shown using a single color.
Font size indicates relative frequency. The word
clouds show the variety of section titles per (lan-
guage, domain) pair.
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Figure 4: Distribution of number of reference URLs
across domains in our XWIKIREF dataset

4 Two-Stage Approach for XWIKIGEN

In this section, we first motivate the need
for proposing a two-stage approach for the
cross-lingual multi-document summarization task,
XWIKIGEN. Next, we discuss the details of the
two stages: extractive and abstractive. Finally, we
present multiple training setups.

Table 6 shows the average number of sentences
in references of a section for each domain and lan-
guage in our dataset. Combined with the number of
references per section as shown in Table 5, the over-
all text input is very large. Given the quadratic com-
plexity of Transformer-based methods, it is infeasi-
ble to feed such long inputs to an encoder-decoder
model and expect it to be able to output reasonable
summaries. Transformers sub-quadratic complex-
ity is an active area of research with models like
Longformer (Beltagy et al., 2020), Reformer (Ki-
taev et al., 2019), etc. But we plan to explore them
as part of future work.

In order to address the long input problem, we
propose a two-stage system where the first stage
identifies promising candidate sentences across all
the reference citations for a sample. The highest
scoring candidate sentences are passed as input to
the second stage which generates an abstractive
summary. In the following, we will discuss the two
stages in detail.

4.1 Extractive Summarization Stage

Given a set of reference URLs, the extractive stage
aims at selecting a subset of sentences from these
URLs which best represents a summary of the set
of URLs. While earlier methods for extractive sum-
marization were position based, or lexical chains
based, neural methods have become popular in the
past decade. We experiment with two different ex-
tractive summarization-based techniques: Salience
and HipoRank. For both methods, the input con-
sists of the section title and a set of reference URLs.
Both the methods output a summary worthiness
score for every sentence in these reference URLs.
Salience based extractive summarization: The
main idea of salience based extractive summariza-
tion is to find the top-K salient sentences from
the input references based on the relevance of that
sentence relative to a particular section title. Our
salience method is inspired by the relevance scor-
ing method in (Yasunaga et al., 2021), where a
language model was used to calculate the rele-
vance score of each answer entity relative to the QA



Domain/Lang bn hi ml mr or pa ta en Total
Books 313 922 458 87 73 221 493 1467 4034
Film 1501 1025 2919 480 794 421 3733 1810 12683
Politicians 2006 3927 2513 988 1060 1123 4932 1628 18177
Sportsmen 5470 6334 1783 2280 319 1975 2552 919 21632
Writers 1603 2024 2251 784 498 2245 1940 714 12059
Total 10893 14232 9924 4619 2744 5985 13650 6538 68585

Table 3: XWIKIREF: Total #articles per domain per language

Domain/Lang bn hi ml mr or pa ta en Total
Books 434 987 557 111 88 238 598 2972 5985
Film 2139 1363 3737 676 1351 476 4781 4766 19289
Politicians 3261 4478 3719 1384 1404 1524 6431 4780 26981
Sportsmen 9485 8118 2642 3056 485 2624 3769 2698 32877
Writers 2598 2743 3435 1166 896 3034 3113 2409 19394
Total 17917 17689 14090 6393 4224 7896 18692 17625 104526

Table 4: XWIKIREF: Total #sections per domain per language

Domain/Lang bn hi ml mr or pa ta en
Books 3.62 2.61 2.59 2.07 3.46 2.30 2.40 6.34
Film 4.85 7.14 3.34 2.96 3.81 4.10 3.83 12.74
Politicians 4.98 4.09 3.75 3.87 2.07 3.59 3.91 14.21
Sportsmen 6.37 8.30 6.96 4.20 3.93 4.49 6.38 21.88
Writers 5.20 5.46 4.16 3.74 2.85 3.34 4.20 17.61

Table 5: XWIKIREF: Average number of references per section for each domain and language
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Domain bn hi ml mr or pa ta en
Books 4661.44 2910.31 33404.46 4947.84 1599.68 7292.76 6314.11 22373.95
Film 5667.4 8286.46 2365.16 3034.23 14207.18 4494.45 4775.72 31817.34
Politicians 28560.35 11351.84 12764.08 9714.75 1399.16 6744.16 14741.88 40560.36
Sportsman 11319.59 83823.31 12896.93 6364.37 92989.06 9671.83 27351.29 47568.18
writers 14382.66 55515.49 20620.97 9996.911 2949.23 9346.55 38601.78 53739.73

Table 6: Average number of words in references of a section for each domain and language

Domain bn hi ml mr or pa ta en
Books 200.19 117.92 1231.978 225.81 51.875 246.7 302.67 940.83
Film 223.94 320.623 91.92 105.551 345.911 172.64 192.51 1253.59
Politicians 1318.32 467.06 513.32 394.007 54.475 255.36 614.07 1540.85
Sportsman 335.66 1166.25 406.86 167.51 723.97 253.52 714.03 1535
writers 643.2 2032.46 800.05 385.52 118.5 351.03 1279.025 2061.32

Table 7: Average number of sentences in references of a section for each domain and language

created by getting a representation of each sentence via mBERT, by Devlin et al. [7], in our case. We take the mean of all the sen-
tence representations within the sections for the section nodes and
consider it the section representation.2022-10-13 14:25. Page 5 of 1–7.

Figure 5: Word clouds of most frequent Wikipedia section titles per domain. Each word cloud contains titles across
all languages. Section titles for one language are shown using a single color. Font size indicates relative frequency.



Domain bn hi ml mr or pa ta en
Books 200.2 117.9 1232.0 225.8 51.9 246.7 302.7 940.8
Films 223.9 320.6 91.9 105.6 345.9 172.6 192.5 1253.6
Politicians 1318.3 467.1 513.3 394.0 54.5 255.4 614.1 1540.9
Sportsmen 335.7 1166.3 406.9 167.5 724.0 253.5 714.0 1535.0
Writers 643.2 2032.5 800.1 385.5 118.5 351.0 1279.0 2061.3

Table 6: Average number of sentences in references of a section for each domain and language in XWIKIREF.

(question-answer) context. For extracting the top-
K sentences, we first split the reference text into
sentences. Each sentence is then prepended with
a section title and passed as input to a pretrained
XLM-RoBERTa(Conneau et al., 2019) language
model. We score each sentence based on the likeli-
hood from the language model. Top-K sentences
with the highest relevance scores are passed on as
output to the next stage.

Note that we use a pretrained language model
for this method. The model is used in probe mode
only.
HipoRank based extractive summarization: Hi-
erarchical and Positional Ranking model (Hipo-
Rank) (Dong et al., 2020) is an unsupervised graph-
based model for the extractive summarization of
long documents. Given a document with multiple
sections, it creates a directed hierarchical graph
with sentence and section nodes and sentence-
sentence and sentence-section edges with asym-
metrically weighted edges. Score for a sentence
node is then computed based on a weighted sum of
edges incident on the node.

We compute sentence node representations using
mBERT (Devlin et al., 2018). We take the mean of
all the sentence representations within a section to
compute the representation for every section node.

Each sentence node is connected to other nodes
via intra-sectional and inter-sectional edges. Intra-
sectional connections are between all sentences of
the same section, meant to model the local impor-
tance of the sentence. The key idea is that sentences
similar to most sentences within a section are more
important. On the other hand, inter-sectional con-
nections are between sentences and section nodes,
meant to model the global importance of the sen-
tences. Here, the idea is that sentences most sim-
ilar to other sections are the most important. For
efficiency, edges are not allowed between two sen-
tences in different sections.

Cosine similarity between node embeddings is
used to compute edge weights. Based on the
hypothesis that important sentences are near the
boundaries (start or end) of a text, intra-sectional
edges have higher weight if they are incident on a

boundary sentence. Similarly, important sections
are near the boundaries of the document. This
hypothesis is used to weigh inter-sectional edges
appropriately. Finally, the importance score for a
sentence node is computed based on a weighted
sum of edges (both intra-sectional as well as inter-
sectional) incident on the node. We then sort these
sentences in descending order based on the impor-
tance score and greedily select the top-K sentences
as our extractive summary.

4.2 Abstractive Summarization Stage
Note that the output from the extractive stage is in
the reference text language itself. Also, since these
sentences have been obtained across several doc-
uments, they often form an incoherent extractive
summary. We need an abstractive stage to gen-
erate coherent summaries in the target language.
For the abstractive stage, we use two state-of-the-
art multi-lingual natural language generation mod-
els viz. mBART-large(Liu et al., 2020) and mT5-
base(Xue et al., 2021). mT5 and mBART are both
multi-lingual encoder-decoder Transformer models
and have been shown to be very effective across
multiple such NLP tasks like question answering,
natural language inference, named entity recog-
nition, etc. Both these models contain 24 layers
(12 layers encoder + 12 layers decoder). For both
models, we pass the target language id, article title,
section title, and top-k sentences from the extrac-
tive stage (descending sorted based on score) as
input.

mT5 (Xue et al., 2021) was pretrained on mC4
dataset7 comprising of web data in 101 different
languages and leverages a unified text-to-text for-
mat. mBART (Liu et al., 2020) was pretrained on
CommonCrawl corpus using the BART objective
where the input texts are noised by masking phrases
and permuting sentences, and a single Transformer
model is learned to recover the texts. Specifically,
our mT5-base model is an encoder-decoder model
with 12 layers each for the encoder and decoder. It
has 12 heads per layer, a feed-forward size of 2048,

7https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets/
catalog/c4#c4multi-lingual_nights_stay

https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets/catalog/c4#c4multi-lingual_nights_stay
https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets/catalog/c4#c4multi-lingual_nights_stay


keys and values are 64 dimensional, dmodel=768,
and a vocabulary size of 250112. Overall the model
has 582.40M parameters. Our mBART-large-50
model (Liu et al., 2020) also has 12 layers each
for encoder as well as decoder. It has 16 heads per
layer, a feed-forward size of 4096, dmodel=1024,
and a vocabulary size of 250054. Overall the model
has 610.87M parameters. Note that the two models
have almost the same size.

Using the training part of our XWIKIREF

dataset, we fine-tune both these models on the ex-
tractive stage output.

4.3 Multi-lingual, Multi-domain, and
Multi-lingual-Multi-domain setups

XWIKIREF contains data for eight languages and
five domains. We could perform training in various
ways. We could train one model per (language,
domain) pair. Given five domains and eight lan-
guages, we would need to train, maintain and de-
ploy 40 models. Also, the amount of training data
per (language, domain) pair is not very large. Thus,
such individual models may not be able to benefit
from cross-language or cross-domain knowledge.

Another way of training models is multi-lingual.
This means that we train one model per domain
using training data across all languages. Thus, there
will be five models. A third way is to training
models in a multi-domain manner. Thus, we will
have one model per language using training data
across all domains, leading to eight models.

One last approach is to train a multi-lingual-
multi-domain model. We collate training data
across all languages and domains and train a sin-
gle model. This model can exploit cross-language
cross-domain clues and learn robust representa-
tions.

Previous literature in multi-lingual cross-lingual
natural language generation has shown that multi-
lingual models tend to be better than individual
ones, especially for low-resource languages. Since
this work is focused on LR languages, we experi-
ment with multi-lingual, multi-domain, and multi-
lingual-multi-domain setups.

5 Experiments

5.1 Training Configuration

The two stages in our approach have different com-
pute requirements. We performed extractive step
on a machine with one NVIDIA 2080Ti with 12GB
of GPU RAM. For the abstractive stage, we fine-

tuned the model on a machine having NVIDIA
V100 having 32GB of GPU RAM with CUDA
11.0 and PyTorch 1.7.1.

For the salience based extractive stage, we used
XLM-RoBERTa-base(Conneau et al., 2019) model
for extracting the sentence representation with 512
as the maximum input length. For HipoRank,
we used the multi-lingual BERT (mBERT (Devlin
et al., 2018)) model to get the sentence representa-
tion for building the graph with 512 as maximum
input length. We took a maximum of 50 sentences
per sample as output from the extractive stage.

For the abstractive stage, we fine-tuned
mBART(Liu et al., 2020) and mT5(Xue et al.,
2021) models for 20 epochs keeping a batch size
of 4. We initialize using google/mt5-base and
facebook/mbart-large-50 huggingface checkpoints.
We kept the maximum input and output length
as 512 across all of our experiments. We used
AdamW optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-5. We
perform greedy decoding.

5.2 Metrics

We evaluate our models using standard Natural
Language Generation (NLG) metrics like ROUGE-
L (Lin, 2004), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie,
2005) and chrF++ (Popović, 2017). Another popu-
lar NLG metric is PARENT. But PARENT (Dhin-
gra et al., 2019) relies on the word overlap be-
tween input and the prediction text. Since the input
and prediction in XWIKIGEN are in different lan-
guages, we cannot compute PARENT scores.

1. ROUGE-L: ROUGE-L, or Recall-Oriented
Understudy LCS is based on statistics using
the longest common subsequence (LCS). The
longest common subsequence task automat-
ically determines the longest co-occurring
n-grams given a reference sequence and a
machine-generated sequence, while taking
sentence-level structure similarities into ac-
count.

2. chrf++: In addition to adding word n-grams,
chrF++ is an evaluation measure that uses the
F-score statistic for character n-gram matches.

3. METEOR: METEOR, an automated metric
evaluation, is based on a generalized idea of
unigram matching between the text generated
by the machine and the reference text created
by a human. Based on their meanings, surface



Extractive Abstractive ROUGE-L chrF++ METEOR

Multi-
lingual

Salience mBART 15.59 17.20 10.98
Salience mT5 14.66 15.45 8.92
HipoRank mBART 16.96 19.11 12.19
HipoRank mT5 15.98 17.11 10.08

Multi-
domain

Salience mBART 19.88 22.82 15.00
Salience mT5 12.13 13.66 7.27
HipoRank mBART 18.87 20.79 14.10
HipoRank mT5 12.29 13.93 7.36

Multi-
lingual-
multi-
domain

Salience mBART 20.50 22.32 14.81
Salience mT5 17.31 18.77 11.57
HipoRank mBART 21.04 23.44 15.35
HipoRank mT5 17.65 19.04 11.74

Table 7: XWIKIGEN Results across multiple training setups and (extractive, abstractive) methods on test part of
XWIKIREF. Best results per block are highlighted in bold. Overall best results are also underlined.

forms, and stemmed forms, unigrams can be
matched.

6 Results

Table 7 shows results across two extractive
methods (salience, HipoRank), two abstractive
methods (mBART, mT5), three training setups
(multi-lingual, multi-domain, multi-lingual-multi-
domain), and three metrics (ROUGE-L, METEOR,
and chrF++) computed as a micro-average across
all test instances in XWIKIREF.

From the table, we observe that best results
are obtained using the multi-lingual-multi-domain
training setup. Also, in this setup, the combina-
tion of HipoRank with mBART provides the best
overall results. These results are statistically signif-
icantly better compared to other rows in the ta-
ble. The supremacy of the multi-lingual-multi-
domain training setup is expected given that it
combines learning across all languages and do-
mains in the dataset. Also, HipoRank was ex-
pected to perform better since it combines the
knowledge of the pretrained (mBERT) model with
the hierarchical document structure. Even for the
multi-lingual setup, best results are obtained us-
ing the HipoRank+mBART combination. How-
ever, for the multi-domain setup, we observe that
Salience+mBART performs better. Mann-Whitney
U-Test shows that, amongst the best block (Multi-
lingual-multi-domain), our best model (Hipo-
rank+mBART) is better than the second best
(Salience+mBART) with p-values of 5.47e-07
(ROUGE-L), 2.76e-26 (chrF++), and 6.76e-09
(METEOR). Also Hiporank+mBART is better than
the worst model in the block (Salience+mT5)
with p-values of 3.16e-143 (ROUGE-L), 1.69e-268
(chrF++) and 8.67e-201 (METEOR). Also, note
that Salience uses XLM-RoBERTa (270M parame-
ters); HipoRank uses mBERT (110M parameters).

mT5 and mBART contain 580M and 610M param-
eters resp. Finally, Average output length is 221
words for our best model.

Further, we wish to drill deeper into the perfor-
mance of the best models for each of the train-
ing setups. Hence, for these three models, we
show micro-averaged metrics per language and
per domain for the test set in Tables 8 and 9 re-
spectively. We make the following observations
from Table 8: (1) Multi-domain training is much
better than multi-lingual training except for Tamil
(ta). (2) Interesting relatively richer languages like
en and hi seem to benefit most when we move
from multi-lingual to multi-lingual-multi-domain
setup. (3) When comparing multi-domain train-
ing with multi-lingual-multi-domain, we observe
gains across most languages except for losses in mr
and or. From Table 9, we observe that across all
domains, results improve as we move from multi-
lingual training to multi-domain training to multi-
lingual-multi-domain setup (except for minor drop
for sportsmen in the multi-lingual-multi-domain
case).

Finally, we present the most detailed per (do-
main, language) level results for our best model in
Table 10. We observe that best results are obtained
for the hi-books combination. Overall, the model
works best for Hindi across all domains. The model
also performs reasonably for mr and or. But more
work needs to be done to improve the model for
Bengali and Malayalam.

For a qualitative analysis of our best model out-
puts, we show some sample outputs in Table 11. In
general, our model generates fluent text to a cer-
tain length. But, as the length of the output grows,
we see the repeated patterns in the text, breaking
the sentence structure. Pretrained language models
usually present this problem of repeating n-grams,
and increasing the training dataset size has been



bn en hi mr ml or pa ta
ROUGE-L 14.49 7.46 29.01 20.67 12.25 25.54 16.89 17.09
chrF++ 18.58 10.55 28.38 20.41 15.30 27.31 13.49 21.90
METEOR 9.71 5.90 25.24 13.72 6.42 22.69 10.12 9.87

Multi-lingual HipoRank+mBART
bn en hi mr ml or pa ta

ROUGE-L 15.30 12.07 36.16 31.25 14.22 29.53 16.91 15.00
chrF++ 19.40 17.41 34.34 32.50 18.34 32.20 14.10 21.65
METEOR 10.34 9.59 31.02 24.86 8.89 26.86 10.01 9.29

Multi-domain Salience+mBART
bn en hi mr ml or pa ta

ROUGE-L 15.21 16.32 36.38 22.71 15.50 27.41 18.64 18.87
chrF++ 19.50 21.34 34.55 21.93 18.65 28.83 16.27 23.99
METEOR 10.24 12.74 31.24 14.88 8.84 23.93 11.6 11.26

Multi-lingual-multi-domain HipoRank+mBART

Table 8: Detailed per-language results on test part of XWIKIREF, for the best model per training setup.

writers books sportsmen politicians films
ROUGE-L 10.12 3.65 20.61 22.01 14.60
chrF++ 10.76 3.58 22.94 24.34 18.36
METEOR 5.77 1.93 14.66 17.61 10.04

Multi-lingual HipoRank+mBART
writers books sportsmen politicians films

ROUGE-L 14.21 20.17 20.65 22.77 20.82
chrF++ 17.24 21.86 22.75 26.14 24.30
METEOR 10.06 16.26 14.71 18.88 14.81

Multi-domain Salience+mBART
writers books sportsmen politicians films

ROUGE-L 14.67 22.03 20.44 23.70 21.60
chrF++ 16.65 22.81 21.57 25.75 24.51
METEOR 9.81 17.55 13.84 18.92 15.11

Multi-lingual-multi-domain HipoRank+mBART

Table 9: Detailed per-domain results on test part of XWIKIREF, for the best model per training setup.

shown to alleviate it. Further, we observe the faith-
fulness of content between the generated text and
reference text. Despite generating correct sentence
structure, the model is seen to predict value strings
incorrectly, like that of date of birth, names of per-
sons, and related entities. This issue of hallucina-
tion is also common in pretrained language models
and finetuning on more training data should help.

7 Conclusion

We motivated the need for cross-lingual multi-
document summarization for generating Wikipedia
text for low-resource languages. Toward this
XWIKIGEN task, we contribute a novel dataset
spanning five domains, eight languages and∼105K
summaries. We also proposed a two-stage
extractive-abstractive system and experimented
with multiple training setups. We observed that
our multi-lingual-multi-domain model using Hipo-
Rank (extractive) and mBART (abstractive) led to
the best results. We make our code and dataset pub-
licly available and hope that the community will
use it as a benchmark to work further in this critical
area.
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ROUGE-L chrf++ METEOR
writers books sportsmen politicians films writers books sportsmen politicians films writers books sportsmen politicians films

bn 10.61 9.43 15.78 17.46 15.75 14.72 14.19 20.28 21.21 20.03 6.13 5.66 10.56 12.99 10.39
en 13.04 15.62 18.53 13.32 20.15 19.71 18.90 22.80 20.00 24.13 10.65 11.62 13.89 11.47 15.09
hi 33.23 58.71 28.48 53.18 21.46 31.05 51.99 26.99 52.05 19.64 28.49 53.78 21.46 51.65 15.30
mr 15.37 17.00 26.77 20.06 24.15 14.68 16.24 26.84 18.12 21.82 7.40 9.50 20.14 10.74 14.30
ml 8.96 10.93 12.97 14.36 24.19 13.35 12.18 15.42 18.01 26.51 3.92 4.77 6.14 7.73 16.16
or 13.15 12.31 9.38 43.76 26.66 14.44 15.16 10.51 44.17 29.27 5.67 9.14 5.28 40.89 23.30
pa 14.96 12.35 24.54 16.59 17.15 13.42 12.39 21.32 14.02 13.82 8.59 7.48 16.54 9.80 9.63
ta 10.62 11.85 18.94 19.18 24.90 16.43 17.63 23.98 23.77 29.94 4.89 6.29 10.03 11.24 17.05

Table 10: Detailed results for every (domain, language) partition of the test set of our XWIKIREF dataset, for our
best XWIKIGEN model: Multi-lingual-multi-domain HipoRank+mBART.

Domain Reference URLs
Entity/
Section Lang Reference Text Generated Summary

Fi
lm

s

• http://www.thehindu.co
m/features/cinema/cine
ma-columns/blast-from-
the-past-chandra-
mohana-or-samooga-
thondu-
1936/article5668076.ece

ச திர 
ேமாகனா 
(திைர ப
ட )/அறி

க

ta

ச திரேமாகனா எ ப  1936 ஆ  ஆ  ெவளவ த 
தமி  திைர படமா . ைர ேமாக  

வ ேடா  நி வன தின  தயா ப  ெவளவ த 
இ திைர பட தி  எ . ேக. ராதா, எ . வ . 
ெவ க ராம  ம  பல  ந ளன . 
இ படமான  ெகா தம கல  எ . எ . ரம ய  
எ  அ ேபா  அைழ க ப ட ெகா தம கல   
எ திய ச திரேமாகனா அ ல  ச தாய  ெதா  
எ ற தின ைத அ பைடயாக  ெகா  
எ க ப ட .

ச திர ேமாகனா (Chandra
Mohana) 1947 ஆ  ஆ  
ெவளவ த தமி  
திைர படமா . எ . 
எ . வாச  
இய க தி  ெவளவ த 
இ திைர பட தி  எ . 
ேக. ராதா, . ஆ . 
ராம ச திர  ம  
பல  ந தி தன .

Sp
or

ts
m

en

• https://www.icc-
cricket.com/news/19393
83

• https://www.icc-
cricket.com/media-
releases/1212091

• http://www.espncricinfo.
com/story/_/id/2503371
7/associates-pathway-
2023-world-cup-
undergoes-major-revamp

2021 
पापुआ य ू
गनी 
कोणी 

सीर ज 
(मई)/प रच
य

hi
2021 पापुआ यू गनी कोणी सीर ज़ 2019–2023 आईसीसी केट 
व व कप ल ग 2 केट टूनामट का 8 वां दौर होने वाला था, जो मई 
2021 म पापुआ यू गनी म खेला जाना था। यह नामी बया, पापुआ यू 
गनी और संयु त रा य अमे रका क  केट ट म  के बीच एक कोणीय 
रा  ृंखला होती, िजसम मैच एक दवसीय अतंरा य (वनड)े जुड़नार 
के प म खेले जाते थे। आईसीसी केट व व कप ल ग 2 2023 

केट व व कप के लए यो यता माग का ह सा है। हालाँ क, 12 
फरवर  2021 को, को वड-19 महामार  के कारण ृंखला को थ गत कर 
दया गया था।

2021 पापुआ यू गनी ाई-नेशन 
सीर ज़ एक केट टूनामट था जो 
सतंबर 2021 म पापुआ य ू गनी 
म खेला गया था। यह पापुआ यू 
गनी केट ट म और पापुआ यू 
गनी केट बोड (पीएनसीबी) के 
बीच एक कोणीय रा  ृंखला 
थी, िजसम पापुआ यू गनी और 
संयु त रा य अमे रका के बीच 
एक दवसीय अंतरा य (वनड)े 
मैच खेला गया था। यह ृंखला 
सतंबर 2021 म होने वाल  थी, 
ले कन को वड-19 महामार  के 
कारण इसे थ गत कर दया गया 
था।

Table 11: Some examples of XWIKIGEN using our best model. More examples are in Appendix.
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A More Examples for Qualitative
Analysis

For a qualitative analysis of our best model outputs,
we show more sample outputs in Tables 12 and 13.
In general, our model generates fluent text to a cer-
tain length. But, as the length of the output grows,
we see the repeated patterns in the text, breaking
the sentence structure. Pretrained language models
usually present this problem of repeating n-grams,
and increasing the training dataset size has been
shown to alleviate it. Further, we observe the faith-
fulness of content between the generated text and
reference text. Despite generating correct sentence
structure, the model is seen to predict value strings
incorrectly, like that of date of birth, names of per-
sons, and related entities. This issue of hallucina-
tion is also common in pretrained language models
and finetuning on more training data should help.
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• https://www.nytimes.com/books/
97/07/13/reviews/970713.13polk
lt.html

േകാൾ
 

െമൗ
ൻ/ആമു
ഖം

ml

േകാൾ  െമൗ ൻ 1997 ൽ പസി ീകരി െ  ചാൾ  
േഫസിയർ എഴുതിയ ഒരു ചരി ത േനാവലാ . ഈ 
േനാവലി  യു.എ . നാഷണൽ അവാർ  േഫാർ 
ഫി ൻ എ  പുര കാരം ലഭി ി ്.അേമരി ൻ 
ആഭ രയു ിൻെറ അവസാനകാല ് യു ിൽ 
പെ ടു  േകാൺെഫഡേറ ് േസനയിെല ഡ ിയു. പി. 
ഇൻമാൻ എ  മുറിേവ  ൈസനികനാ  ഈ കഥയിെല 
േക കഥാപാതം. അേ ഹം അഡ മൺേറാെയ  തൻെറ 
പണയിനിയുെട അടു ു തിരിെ ുവാനായി 
മാസ േളാളം ഏകനായി നട ു  യാ തയാ  കഥയുെട 
ഇതിവൃ ം. േഹാമറിൻെറ ഒഡീസിയുമായി ഈ 
േനാവലി  അേനകം സാദൃശ ള ്.

ഒരു അേമരി ൻ 
േനാവലി ാ  േകാൾ  
െമൗ ൻ (ജീവിതകാലം: 1798–
1831). അേ ഹ ി െറ 
ഏ വും പശ തമായ 
േനാവലായ േകാൾ  െമൗ ൻ, 
ന ൂേയാർ ് ൈടംസി െറ 1997 
െല മിക  േനാവലിനു  
അവാർ  േനടി.

Po
lit
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• https://timesofindia.indiatimes.co
m/city/patna/all-eyes-on-4-seats-
in-khagaria-
district/articleshow/78939785.cm
s

• https://web.archive.org/web/202
01204042405/https://www.jansat
ta.com/lifestyle/bihar-election-
ljp-khagaria-candidate-renu-
kumari-kushwaha-spent-24-and-
half-lakhs-on-jewelry-and-cars-
owns-this-much-
property/1564879/

• http://164.100.47.194/loksabha/
Members/memberbioprofile.aspx
?mpsno=537&lastls=13

ਰੇਣੂ 
ਕੁ ਾਵਾਹਾ/
ਜਾਣ-ਪਛਾਣ

pa

ਰੇਣੂ ਕੁ ਾਵਾਹਾ (ਿਜਸ ਨੰੂ ਰੇਣੂ ਕੁਮਾਰੀ ਿਸੰਘ ਵੀ ਿਕਹਾ ਜ ਦਾ ਹੈ), ਇੱਕ ਭਾਰਤੀ ਿਸਆਸਤਦਾਨ, 
ਲੋਕ ਜਨ ਕਤੀ ਪਾਰਟੀ ਦੀ ਆਗੂ ਅਤੇ ਿਬਹਾਰ ਦੀ ਇੱਕ ਸਾਬਕਾ ਰਾਜ ਮੰਤਰੀ ਹੈ। ਉਹ 
ਖਗੜੀਆ ਦੀ ਰਿਹਣ ਵਾਲੀ ਹੈ। ਉਹ ਅਤੀਤ ਿਵੱਚ ਸਮਤਾ ਪਾਰਟੀ ਅਤੇ ਜਨਤਾ ਦਲ 
(ਯੂਨਾਈਿਟਡ) ਤ ਲੈ ਕੇ ਭਾਰਤੀ ਜਨਤਾ ਪਾਰਟੀ ਤੱਕ ਕਈ ਿਸਆਸੀ ਪਾਰਟੀਆਂ ਨਾਲ ਜੁੜੀ ਰਹੀ 
ਹੈ। 2015 ਿਵੱਚ ਉਸਨ ਭਾਜਪਾ ਦੀ ਿਟਕਟ 'ਤੇ ਸਮਸਤੀਪੁਰ ਿਵਧਾਨ ਸਭਾ ਸੀਟ ਤ ਚੋਣ ਲੜੀ, 
ਿਜੱਥੇ ਉਹ ਆਰ.ਜੇ.ਡੀ. ਉਮੀਦਵਾਰ ਤ ਹਾਰ ਗਈ।

ਰੇਣੂ ਕੁ ਾਵਾਹਾ ਇੱਕ ਭਾਰਤੀ ਿਸਆਸਤਦਾਨ ਹੈ। ਉਹ 
ਭਾਰਤੀ ਜਨਤਾ ਪਾਰਟੀ ਦਾ ਮਬਰ ਹੈ ਅਤੇ ਭਾਰਤੀ 
ਜਨਤਾ ਪਾਰਟੀ ਦੀ ਨੁਮਾਇੰਦਗੀ ਕਰਦਾ ਹੈ।

Table 12: More examples of XWIKIGEN using our best model.
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• http://www.columbi
a.edu/itc/mealac/pri
tchett/00ambedkar/
timeline/graphics/yo
uth.html

• http://www.columbi
a.edu/itc/mealac/pri
tchett/00ambedkar/
timeline/1890s.html

• http://www.columbi
a.edu/itc/mealac/pri
tchett/00ambedkar/
txt_ambedkar_waiti
ng.html

ভীমরাও 
রামজী 
শাকপাল/ থ
ম জীবন 
এবং িশ া

bn

ভীমরাও রামজী শাকপাল যুবক থাকাকালীন ' মাহ' (Mhow) অ েলর (বতমান মধ  
েদশ) এবং ক ীয় সামিরক সনািনবােস ি শ কতৃক ািপত শহের আে দকর 
জ হণ কেরিছেলন। িতিন িছেলন রামজী মােলাজী শাকপাল (Ramji Maloji Sakpal) 
এবং ভীমাবােইর (Bhimabai) ১৪তম তথা সবকিন  পু । তার পিরবার িছেলন 
মারা  অধু িষত বতমান কােলর “মহারা ”-এর র িগির জলার “আে াভাদ” 
(Ambavade) শহের। তারা িহ  ুস দােয়র অিধভু  িছল (মহর জািত), যারা 
অ শৃ  জািত িহেসেব এবং চ  আথ-সামািজক বষেম র িশকার হত। আে দকেরর 
পূবপু েষরা িছেলন ি শ ই  – ইি য়া কা ািনর সনা এবং তার িপতা “রামজী 
শাকপাল” মাহ সনািনবােসর ভারতীয় সনা িহেসেব িনযু  িছেলন, িতিন সকােলর 
গৎবাঁধা িশ াপ িতেত মারা  এবং ইংেরিজেত িডি  লাভ কেরিছেলন এবং সইসােথ 
িতিন াথিমক িবদ ালেয়র িশ া লােভ কেঠার পির েম স ানেদর উ ু  কেরন। 
কিবর পাে র মেত, রামজী শাকপাল তার স ানেদর িহ  ুসং ৃ িত স েক অধ য়ন 
করেত উ ু  করেতন। যিদও আে দকর িবদ ালেয় যেতন, তােক অন ান  অ শৃ  
িশ র ন ায় আলাদা কের দয়া হত। িশ কগণ তােদর িত অমেনােযাগী িছেলন এবং 
কােনা প সহেযািগতাপূণ মেনাভাব পাষণ করেতন না। তােদর িণকে র ভতের 
বসার অনুমিত িছেলা না, এমনিক তােদর যিদ তৃ া পেতা উ বেণর কােনা একজন 
এমন উ তা হেত সই পািন ঢেল পান করােতা, যােত িনচুজােতর িশ াথ রা বা 
পািন বা পািনর পা  শ না করেত পাের । এই কাজ  সাধারণত আে দকেরর 
জন  করেতা িবদ ালেয়র চাপরাসী (Peon) এবং যিদ িপওন না থাকত বা না আসত, 
তখন সারািদন পািন ছাড়াই কাটােত হেতা, আে দকর এই অব ােক এভােব আখ

ভীমরাও রামিজ আে দকর ১৯৪০ সােলর ২৪ শ 
নেভ র কলকাতায় জ হণ কেরন। তার িপতার 
নাম ফা ক আে দকর এবং মাতার নাম অ িলনা 
আে দকর। িতিন কলকাতা িব িবদ ালয় থেক 
াতক িডি  অজন কেরন। এরপর িতিন কলকাতা 
িব িবদ ালেয় অধ াপনা  কেরন। এরপর িতিন 
কলকাতা িব িবদ ালয় থেক াতেকা র িডি  
অজন কেরন।
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• https://www.rogere
bert.com/reviews/st
ranger-than-
paradise-1984

Stranger 
Than 
Paradise/I
ntroducti
on

en

Stranger Than Paradise is a 1984 American black-and-white absurdist 
deadpan comedy film, co-written, directed and co-edited by Jim 
Jarmusch, and starring jazz musician John Lurie, former Sonic Youth 
drummer-turned-actor Richard Edson, and Hungarian-born actress 
and violinist Eszter Balint. It features a minimalist plot in which the 
main character, Willie, is visited by Eva, his cousin from Hungary. Eva 
stays with him for ten days before going to Cleveland. Willie and his 
friend Eddie go to Cleveland to visit her, and the three then take a trip 
to Florida. The film is shot entirely in single long takes with no 
standard coverage.

Stranger Than Paradise is a 1984 American 
drama film directed and co-written by 
Roger Ebert and starring John Lurie and 
John Travolta. The film tells the story of 
Willie (Lurie) and his cousin Eva (Travolta) 
traveling from Hungary to New York City in 
search of a place to stay. The film received 
positive reviews from critics, with praise 
for Lurie's performance, his direction, and 
the film's screenplay. It was nominated for 
the Academy Award for Best Original 
Screenplay.

Table 13: More examples of XWIKIGEN using our best model.


